Selected Non-Fictions demonstrates just how quickly Borges began wrestling with such brainteasers as identity, time, and infinity. Indeed, the very first piece in the collection, “The Nothingness of Personality” (1922), already finds him fiddling with the self: “I, as I write this, am only a certainty that seeks out the words that are most apt to compel your attention. Å Borges on King Kong is a hoot, and a cornball masterpiece such as The Petrified Forest elicits this terrific nugget: “Death works in this film like hypnosis or alcohol: it brings Summary. rows eNotes. Selected Non-Fictions à—½. search. eNotes Home. Å Start your 48-hour free trial to unlock this 4-page Selected Non-Fictions study guide and get instant access to the following: Summary. You’ll also get access to more than 30,000 additional guides and 300,000 Homework Help questions answered by our experts.